
Scorpio:                                               

"I am Scorpio, a water sign. I create the eighth gate of awareness, 

through which I teach the power of feelings. I fully experience the 

complete range of feelings, from icy and frozen, to hot and steamy, 

and everything in-between. My training is to learn to master its 

response to them. I am intense and passionate about discovering what lies well beneath the surface of 

current awareness. I travel deep into my feeling waters to connect to source, and use the treasures I 

discover there to generate life force in myself and in others. I possess a potent intuition, or six-sense, 

and an ability to travel into other realms of consciousness."                                                                                                 

The sun is in Scorpio generally from October 23 - November 21.                                                                                                                                                           

Positional Voice: Can say things like: “You haven’t gone into the shadow enough, get down into 

the real the darkness, things feel awful, this isn’t wild, organic, passionate, or sexual enough.” Lots of 

Scorpio, it may feel depressed even possibly have suicidal thoughts, may communicate with sarcasm and 

biting remarks. Can also create dramatic or shadow events.                                                                                   

Prosperity: Main motivation is to have a deeply feeling experience or raise the feelings of others. 

Business: Someone with a lot of Scorpio could make a good motivational speaker or evangelist, 

raising emotion in others through the spoken word. They make good hospice workers, rape or crisis 

counselors, shamans, artists, therapist, mediums, funeral directors, emergency workers, anything where 

the energy is intense, they can use their intuition, and/or help others navigate the deep waters of 

emotion.                                                                                                                                                                                       

New Moon for Business: Tune into your business and feel into your intuition to find out 

what your business needs. Clear any shadowy issues in your business or professional life. Notice where 

your business/career needs more connection to feelings and fill it up with the feelings you want it hold. 

Determine if you running clear, clean, emotional current if you are then use the power of water to 

magnetize the next level of your professional creations. 


